
County Team Day
Sunday 15 October
Playback, Slides and Feedback

Purpose of the day was review draft 
National Strategic Plan taking into 
consideration results of our recent 
County survey. We also started to 
highlight some of the key areas for our 
own County Plan



We used an online tool to collate 
feedback from our breakout sessions 
during the event
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13% of our adult membership took part in our County 
Survey as well as 230 Young People.

We had aimed for a response rate of 10%, we were 
satisfied that that good cross section of our 
membership was achieved.

As we do not have contact details for all parents only 
those who have completed a DBS could be contacted, 
hence these could be considered slightly more 
engaged/informed parents.



Test the system!

This was the point the WI-FI broke! 

We didn’t do the tests ☺
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We discussed the process Nationally that had been 
followed to consult on the plan



Who we spoke to…

Survey of 

5,000 

volunteers

in Scouting

Regional and 

National 

consultation

You Shape

month

Survey of 

politicians and 

opinion 

formers 

Public focus 

groups 

around UK 

Major 

research into 

the benefits of 

Scouting –

Skills for Life 

Internal

External

Internal and 

external

Leaders, 

Managers and 

Supporters

Young People Parents and 

Occasional 

Helpers
Norfolk Scouts

We discussed the where feedback had been collected 
from nationally and locally



New CC

New Structure

Matthew, Lee, Alice 

and Mike went

Today!

Survey

Conference

County Plan Launched

We compared the national journey to a new strategic 
plan and compared it will Norfolk’s own journey.

The time is now right to create a new County plan that 
has synergies with and supports the National Strategic 
Plan



We shared the key points of the National Strategic 
Plan



We have a rich heritage but have always had a clear 
aim to prepare Young People and make them better 
people





Highlights of the steps taken to consult before creating 
the new Strategic Plan.

This was covered in greater detail in Matthew’s 
YouTube pre-team day material

https://youtu.be/sGH36Mm_ynI

https://youtu.be/sGH36Mm_ynI






We discussed some of the impact of a changing world 
on our adults and young people.

We have had a set of young adults who have started 
and finished school in a period of austerity 

We have a better understanding of wellbeing and can 
see Young People exhibiting signs of stress and putting 
themselves under increased pressure



Discussed stress of school 
results, and pressure to 
perform

Cost of fuel and housing in 
rural ‘beauty spots’

Lack of employment in 
villages

Many people are cash and 
time rich, some not so lucky

Gap between the ‘haves’ and 
‘have nots’ seems widest for 
many years









We chose not to concentrate on the numbers in detail



Highlighted the link to employability skills, other 
organisations market themselves on these. Example –
The Prince’s Trust



Increasingly encouraging Young People to use the 
power of Scouting to make the differences they want 
to see in their world



Our values remain, care, consideration and respect 
needs to be taken through periods of change.

Time to stop the gossiping and politics that hold 
Scouting back



These are the three pillars, there are initiative 
highlighted under each of these. This is what we do

This is what makes it happen

This is what people think we 
do.

Why is this important?

If people understand what we 
do, more adult may want to 
help, from more diverse 
backgrounds

Shared highlights of 
‘Perceptions of Scouting’



This research was originally shared at Summit 17 and is 
taken from the consultation activities into the new 
Strategy Plan



Matthew called these ‘plan blobs’

Clearly needs improvement.

Appointment process seems ‘awkward’ is 
some places

Tracked 10 adultwant to joins, only 4 were 
in Scouting within 8 weeks

New places and people

Seems wrong that you 
have to bend the rules 
regarding Explorer Scout 
provision to make is work 
successfully 

Each Blob contains a 
number of initiatives 



Our previous objectives become outcomes

Much more comfortable that these are the output 
from our other activities



We reviewed the initiatives from the first blob -
programme



A Cub Scout from Holt shared what he enjoyed about 
Scouting – Camping and getting away from this 
parents! 



Matthew suggested not to be alarmed by the word 
‘Digital’. This did not mean Young People did all their 
Scouting online, but used technology to simplify 
leader’s lives

Gave example of thousands of Scouters self adopting 
Online Scout Manager



This is a typo – should be ‘Explore’

Talked about how Young Leaders 
had transformed from what we 
had originally expected it to be

Mentioned that some Districts had 
already looked at being part of 
trialling these



What Norfolk said about Programme…
We then reviewed in high level 
some of the supporting material 
from the recent Norfolk Scouts’ 
survey

Developing amazing section 
leaders

Property issues? Some 
disconnect Section leader have 
higher expectation of where we 
should meet

Is this real? Or perceived? 
Could we ask for a higher 
contribution?

Support and ideas



What Norfolk said about Programme…

Key themes: access to training, 
practical skills and permit 
assessments

New ideas and sharing ideas

Expensive or little used 
equipment 



What Norfolk said about Programme…

Key themes: Practical skills, 
experience and permit holders



What Norfolk said about Programme…

Key themes: Expensive and 
specialist equipment. Could be 
linked to cost comments?

Focus on complex and difficult 
activities that are hard to do in 
Groups/Sections



What Norfolk said about Programme…

Access to training and complex 
and difficult activities



What our Young People said about Programme…

Youth Commissioner, Dom discussed the findings of 
the Young People survey about what Young People 
liked about Scouting.

Highlight comment from a Beaver Scout, “I love 
Beavers, I love ice cream, I like Ducks more” ???



What our Young People said about Programme…

Dislikes highlighted that quite a few mentioned that 
they did not like distractions from their programmes.



Breakout 1 – Programme

In your groups…

• Review and discuss national initiatives

• Review and discuss County survey results

• Prioritise the national initiatives

• Suggest the key areas that from the national initiatives, survey results and 

knowledge in the group need to feature in our new County Plan

Feedback ideas via the online tool:

Start your comment with your group number and initials. 

#Norfolk for comments about us

#National for comments about the national strategy

#Both for comments relating to both local and national futures

The team day then broke into six focus groups to look 
in detail at the Strategic Plan Programme initiatives 
and try to prioritise them mindful of the Norfolk 
Survey results, each group was given at set of the 
lower level results and verbatim comments for review.

The Groups were also asked for ideas for key areas of 
the Norfolk County Plan



Breakout 1 – Programme feedback

Need more information on

Digital tools, will it be ‘one’ 

tool of many?

14-25 needs to be reviewed, 

it is a large age group. 

Explorers need life skills.

Need help finding

information, HQ website is 

very difficult to use

Programme forums to share 

ideas and plans

Norfolk Scouts website is 

under-utilised for sharing 

ideas

Make sure training is

relevant, accessible and 

people understand the value

Need practical skills sessions 

to learn how to do things and 

use equipment

Off the shelf programmes not 

needed for everyone, some

just need a nudge



We then moved on to look at the People Pillar



A Cub Scout from 1st Holt told us why he valued his 
Leaders



Consider how we attract people and where from, 
better support and train those that work with us.



Why is it so hard to get in?

Current online training is clunky 
and hard to find



‘Squirrels’ Northern Ireland 
example

Discussed starting to look at some 
school partnerships in East Norfolk



What Norfolk said about People…

Better support structures

Key theme: Practical skills

More volunteers



What Norfolk said about People…

More volunteers



What Norfolk said about People…

Various responses including 
recognition

Training opportunities

Predominantly recruitment



What Norfolk said about People…

Visibility

Training particularly practical 



What Norfolk said about People…

Key themes – ethos and values

Key themes – looking for volunteer 
experience and lifelong interest



What Norfolk said about People…

Do we have our recruitment 
strategies correct when we aim for 
parents?



Breakout 2 – People

In your groups…

• Review and discuss national initiatives

• Review and discuss County survey results

• Prioritise the national initiatives

• Suggest the key areas that from the national initiatives, survey results and 

knowledge in the group need to feature in our new County Plan

Feedback ideas via the online tool:

Start your comment with your group number and initials. 

#Norfolk for comments about us

#National for comments about the national strategy

#Both for comments relating to both local and national futures

The team day then broke into six focus groups to look 
in detail at the Strategic Plan People initiatives and try 
to prioritise them mindful of the Norfolk Survey 
results, each group was given at set of the lower level 
results and verbatim comments for review.

The Groups were also asked for ideas for key areas of 
the Norfolk County Plan



Breakout 2 – People feedback
Training delivery: need to be 

more scientific, find out more 

about people and how they 

like to learn

Scouting at schools needs to 

be the right fit, and not the 

answer to everything

New younger sections could 

damage our older sections 

Look wider at who we 

approach to volunteer

Need resources to recruit 

from a more diverse 

background

Induction is very important  

Understand what is stopping 

permit assessment and issue

Simplify the process to 

volunteer



We then moved on to look at the Perception Pillar



A Cub Scout from 1st Holt told us about what he 
thought about adults who did Scouting



We highlighted that less than 50% of people 
questioned thought Scouting was still relevant 



Discussed key elements of the Perception initiatives.

Matthew pointed out that the Youth Commissioner 
has not been born when we picked the current 
uniform, probably is time for a review!



What Norfolk said about Perception…

Relevance 

Key reasons parents select



What Norfolk said about Perception…



What Norfolk said about Perception…

Key theme: communication

Key theme: work commitments



What Norfolk said about Perception…

Links to Wellbeing theme

Programme does not hold people



What Young People said about Perception…

Youth Commissioner, Dom discussed the findings of 
the Young People survey about what Young People 
said about moving to another section

Key theme that young people are scared about moving 
on and that the Moving On Awards are not used



Breakout 3 – Perception
In your groups…

• Review and discuss national initiatives

• Review and discuss County survey results

• Prioritise the national initiatives

• Suggest the key areas that from the national initiatives, survey results and 

knowledge in the group need to feature in our new County Plan

Feedback ideas via the online tool:

Start your comment with your group number and initials. 

#Norfolk for comments about us

#National for comments about the national strategy

#Both for comments relating to both local and national futures

Then…

Prioritise the top three National Initiatives

The team day then broke into six focus groups to look 
in detail at the Strategic Plan Perception initiatives and 
try to prioritise them mindful of the Norfolk Survey 
results, each group was given at set of the lower level 
results and verbatim comments for review.

The Groups were also asked for ideas for key areas of 
the Norfolk County Plan

Finally the groups were asked if they could pick only 
three initiatives to be taken forward as a priority what 
would they be. 



Breakout 3 – Perception feedback

Brand review : needs 

consistency. Needs to be 

nationally led

Ambassadors, good set of 

national ambassadors need 

some high profile county one

HQ need to think carefully of 

high profile activities. (Bear 

at Conservative Conference)

Better communication 

internally and externally

Must not forget our faiths and 

beliefs angle, this could 

attract as many as it puts off.

Recognition and appreciation 

of what people do.

Do more surveys to find out 

as much information as we 

can about what people think 

of us and out actions

Uniform is important and a 

brings us together, what we 

do is more important than 

what we wear



Based on the prioritisation feedback from each 
breakout group, this meeting priorities was created 
and feedback to HQ



Whilst is break out groups the participants were asked 
to indicate their feelings on the draft strategic plan.

These were averaged and feedback to HQ



Matthew highlighted some key area that would 
continue.

Pleased to see a refreshment of A Million Hands, as 
Matthew felt some people had missed the boat on this 
initiative due to other pressures at it’s launch
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Matthew then explained the next steps.

The feedback captured today would be passed back to 
HQ using an online capture tool by Matthew by 20 
October 

The other information and data captured would be
used to create the first draft of the new County Plan. 

We aim to share this in early January in time for 
review prior to the County Conference, where we 
would start to look at the kay actions and measures



Prior to everyone leaving Matthew ask everyone to 
indicate which of the HQ initiatives ‘excited them’ the 
most. – these did not necessarily needed to be a 
priority but the ones that people thought were a great 
opportunity or could be a good piece of work


